
 

Bixpack Blufftitler Templates Pack 22 ((FREE))
the fantasy pack features three 3d models of mythical creatures: the centaur, the phoenix and the dragon. you can also use the entire package as a fantasy display unit with the option to show the fin-shroud of the centaur, the vivid "fiery breath" of the phoenix and the dazzling colours of the dragon.
change their expressions and settings with the single, easy-to-use bix software. additional texture elements can be applied to the models, too, if needed. the concepts in this pack show how inspiration for design can come from very different sources. the designers behind “inspiration level” apply the
modern concept of minimalism to their work: beautiful structures, beautiful objects, beautiful models. and while there is an emphasis on geometric shapes, also figurative structures are used – such as curved waves, organic patterns, wavy lines and plant-like plants. the "timescale" pack showcases a

contemporary, abstract setting. you can explore the creation process of the 3d models with the included videos. the effect is generated with 3d facets maps and a special 3d skin. you can combine the "timescale" textures with one or more existing bixpack textures to make the settings of the 3d
models stand out even more. our new pack is a playful merger of nature and art; the sculptors in this pack masterfully combine realistic and abstract elements. the pack is comprised of two “concepts”: the fluid concepts and bixworlds. the first set of concept pack models uses 3d primitive, organic

forms as the basis for a fluid, dynamic aesthetic in motion. the fluid concepts include caper and hippo forms, globular forms, shapes in glowing space, "wispy" floating forms and sculptures that shapeshift from organic to fluid form, from flying to swimming.
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kick start your day and get all you need for those busy professional presentations with our new business quickstart pack! whether you are an
upcoming media start up, a small-medium enterprise or a big corporate brand. bixpack 28 contains a huge range of great commercial templates

in six different categories, including office, workshop, meeting room and conference room, giving you the right inspiration for your next
production. bixpack 21 offers 45 new amazing templates in six categories: life highlights, sport highlights, sports logo, equipment, outdoor and
hobby. from the oldest movie to the newest technology product, whether you are a hobby user or a big broadcaster, the pack features a huge

range of awesome scenes. use our masks or change the position easily. download the pack now! this is the quickstart factory pack! we are
proud to deliver a massive collection of 50+ product graphic images pre-processed and ready to be used in your next video or animation. with

these 50+ images, you will never run out of new looks for your products! exclusively designed for bixpack, the quickstart factory pack is packed
with 25 different products, ranging from electronic devices, to apparel to food and drink! finally we like to thank you for downloading bixpack
blufftitler templates pack 22, the best opensource blufftitler templates pack! we will release more bixpack blufftitler templates packs monthly,

we are not going to stop! bixpack 44 is a theme pack that explores and shows some very interesting story telling in an eastern stance(theme), a
gritty, dirty kind of theme (contemporary style), and a real chopper theme that you can use for a personal grind movie. this theme pack

contains 5 custom titles(8 tracks) for inspiration and for you to try out and maybe adapt for your own movies! 5ec8ef588b
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